[Association between genetic polymorphisms of DNA repair genes XRCC1, XPD, XRCC3 and the capacity of DNA repair induce by benzene].
To explore the correlation between genetic polymorphisms of XRCC1, XPD, XRCC3 and DNA repair capacity induced by benzene. Eighty patients suffered from chronic benzene poisoning were investigated. PCR-RFLP was applied to detect the single nucleotide polymorphisms on C26304T, G27466A, G28152A, G36189A of XRCC1, C22541A, C23591T, A35931C of XPD, C18067T of XRCC3. Cytokinesis-block micronucleus (CBMN) and alkaline comet were applied to detect the DNA repair capacity. The DNA repair capacity of the subjects carrying XPD 35931C variant allele or carrying XRCC3 18067 C/T variant genotype were higher than those carrying corresponding mild genotype. There could be a correlation between polymorphisms of XRCC3 and DNA repair capacity of DNA damage induced by benzene.